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**Breast cancer**

*Aspirin may cut breast cancer risk* (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p111-112
‘I’m living with a chronic illness, not… dying with cancer’: a qualitative study of Australian women’s self-identified concerns and needs following primary treatment for breast cancer (research) M Oxlade et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p157-166

Too few women having mastectomy offered simultaneous reconstruction (brief news item) BMJ 336(7644) 2008 p576

Anastrozole: 100 months and counting (news feature) K Birmingham et al, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p8

Quality of life predictors in breast cancer women (research) E Rabin et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p53-57

Report finds inequity in access to breast surgery services (news feature) N Hairon, Nursing Times 104(6) 2008 p21-22

Quality of life of breast cancer patients in the course of adjuvant radiotherapy (research) K Budischewski et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p299-304

Gynaecomastia and breast cancer in men (clinical review) C B Niewoehner et al, BMJ 336(7646) p709-713

Cancer emergencies

Adult T-cell leukaemia and strongyloidiasis (case study and clinical report) S Kanazawa et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p209-210

Cancer and thrombosis: an increasingly important association (review) W Korte, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p223-228

Central venous catheter-related thrombosis in cancer patients: what we know and what we need to know (letter) D Tassinari et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p311-312

Daily low-dose aspirin in cancer patients with central venous catheter: new role for an old drug (letter) G Curigliano et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p313-314

Cancer nursing

Our clinical trials contribution (editorial) K Spilsbury, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p3

Hickman line surveillance in oncology (guideline development) E Smith et al, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p29-34

Bring back the pride in nursing (nurse as cancer patient) Nursing Standard 22(29) 2008 p11

Cancer services

Innovation in practice: a cultural snapshot to inform future practice development within a new cancer centre (feature) M Davidson, Practice Development in Health Care 7(1) 2008 p15-26

Shortage of radioisotopes may delay cancer tests (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p

Cancer support services fail men (news) Nursing Times 104(6) 2008 p6

European policy essential to tackle cancer (feature) C Duffin, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p20
Chemotherapy

Efficacy, toxicity and cost analysis for non-platinum triplet (gemcitabine and vinorelbine, followed by docetaxel) vs. platinum-based chemotherapy in IIIB/IV non-small-cell lung cancer: single-institution experience (research) H Tada et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p120-126

Efficacy of tropisetron in patients with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer receiving adjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin and taxanes (research) N Tsavaris et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p167-173

Involving patients in developing chemotherapy services (service development) C Marshall et al, Nursing Times 104(10) 2008 p31-32

Care closer to home: oral chemotherapy (feature) C Farrell, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p23-26


Chemotherapy-induced dermatological toxicity: frequencies and impact on quality of life in women’s cancers. Results of a prospective study (research) M Hackbarth et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p267-273

Self-reported taste and smell changes during cancer chemotherapy (research) B-M Bernhardson et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p275-283

Colorectal cancer

Presentation at German conference provides more positive news for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p110-111

Communication

Increasing oncologists’ skills in eliciting and responding to emotional cues: evaluation of a communication skills training program (research) P Butow et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p209-218

‘It’s going to shorten your life’: framing of oncologist-patient communication about prognosis (research) K Rodriguez et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p219-225

Companion participation in cancer consultations (research) R Street et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p244-251

Factors influencing physicians’ detection of cancer patients' and relatives’ distress: can a communication skills training program improve physicians’ detection? (research) I Mercaert et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p260-269

Informational needs of patients and perceived adequacy of information available before and after treatment of cancer (research) N Hawkins et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p1-16

The cultural context of communicating complex information to parents of children with cancer – not just a linguistic obstacle (editorial) F Gibson, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p2-3

Communication skills of health-care professionals working in oncology – can they be improved? (review) N Schofield et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p4-13
Cultural aspects of communication in cancer care (review) A Surbone, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p235-240

Exploration of communicative patterns of consultation in palliative cancer care (research) J Ohlen et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p44-52

Death & Bereavement

Chronic sorrow and bereavement care (feature) T Bowman, Bereavement Care 26(3) 2008 p47-50

Coping with the intensity of child bereavement work: a qualitative study exploring volunteers’ support needs (research) J Hogwood, Bereavement Care 26(3) 2008 p54-57

Assessing pre-death grief in cancer caregivers using the Marwit-Meuser Caregiver Grief Inventory (MM-CGI) (evaluation) S Marwit et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p300-303

Does social support help with marital bereavement? (review) W Stroebe, Bereavement Care 27(1) 2008 p1-6

Michael in the clouds: talking to very young children about death (review) P Way, Bereavement Care 27(1) 2008 p7-9

Care of patients who have died (review) N Pattison, Nursing Standard 22(28) 2008 p42-48

Bereaved parents’ perspectives on their needs (research) N Mammone D’Agostino et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p33-41

Evaluating a bereavement support group (research) N Mauyama et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p43-49

Education

‘Pizza, patients and points of view’: involving young people in the design of a post registration module entitled the adolescent with cancer () S Fallon et al, Nurse Education in Practice 8(2) p140-147


Epidemiology and Statistics

Geographical differences exist in occupational cancer (feature) C Tomlinson, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p6-7

Ethics

Nurses’ advocacy behaviors in end-of-life nursing care (research) K Thacker, Nursing Ethics 15(2) 2008 p174-185

Families

Timing is everything: the experience of parental cancer for young adult daughters – a pilot study (research) J Puterman et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p103-121

Fatigue

Cancer-related fatigue (online education forum) D Lowrie et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p107
**Dutch study suggests link between potato chips, french fries and cancer** (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p109-110

**Prognostic factors affecting the outcome of early cervical cancer treated with radical hysterectomy and post-operative adjuvant therapy** (research) M Liu et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p174-181

**What’s causing fatigue and cognitive dysfunction?** (review) The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p135-136

**Cancer-related fatigue – new theories?** (editorial) A Glaus, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p215-216

**Possible links between behavioural and psychological indices of tiredness, fatigue, and exhaustion in advanced cancer** (research) K Olson et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p241-249

---

**Gastrointestinal cancers**

**Surgical approaches to malignant bowel obstruction** (review) L Helyer et al, The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p105-113

**Malignant bowel obstruction: tailoring treatment to individual patients** (viewpoint) C Ripamonti, The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p114-115

**The value of a systematic approach to malignant bowel obstruction** (viewpoint) R Krouse, The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p116-117

---

**Gynaecological cancer**

**Women’s one-stop shop: diagnosis times cut from 60 days to three** (short report on an award for innovation in cancer nursing) Nursing Standard 22(29) p55

---

**Head and neck**

**Smoking cessation among patients with head and neck cancer: cancer as a ‘teachable moment’** (research) L Sharp et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p114-119

**Quality of life and dyadic adjustment in oral cancer patients and their female partners** (research) J Jenewein et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p127-135

**The patients’ account of outcome following primary surgery for oral and oropharyngeal cancer using a ‘quality of life’ questionnaire** (research) S Rogers et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p182-188

**Health promotion and empowerment from the perspective of individuals living with head and neck cancer** (research) M Bjorklund et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p26-34

**A coordinated, multidisciplinary approach to caring for the patient with head and neck cancer** (educational paper) C Dingman et al, The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p125-131

**Effect of oral nutritional supplementation on weight loss and percutaneous endoscopic gastronomy tube rates in patients treated with radiotherapy for oropharyngeal carcinoma** (research) H Lee et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p285-289

**Radiation-induced trismus in head and neck cancer patients** (research) M L Kent et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p305-309
Lung cancer

Lung cancer subtypes and treatment outcomes: news from Barcelona September 2007 (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p109

Why patients with lung cancer do not want help with some needs (research) R Steele et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p251-259

Metastasis

Bone and total alkaline phosphatase for screening skeletal metastasis in patients with solid tumours (research) F Schindler et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p152-156

Korean research links brain metastases to breast cancer (news) D Adam, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p5

Nutrition

Swedish study finds cancer risk in micro-waved food (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p110

Diet and breast cancer: confusion reigns (news feature) S Acreman, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p7

Carers’ influence on diets of people with advanced cancer (review) J Hopkinson, Nursing Times 104(12) 2008 p28-29

Paediatric cancer

Two patients with tumours presenting as inguino-scrotal masses (case study) N Zampieri et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p205-208

Parental knowledge of fertility in male childhood cancer survivors (research) H van den Berg et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p287-291


Inaugural paediatric care plan launched (news) D Adam, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p4

Youth ACT out celluloid message (news) D Adam, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p4

Skeletal complications after bone marrow transplant in childhood (educational paper) K Ruble, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p79-85

Chemotherapy-related fatigue in childhood cancer: correlates, consequences, and coping strategies (research) S Whitsett et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p86-96

Sperm banking for adolescents with cancer (review) S Ogle et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p97-101

Discussions regarding sperm banking with adolescent and young adult males who have cancer (research) K Nagel et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p102-106

The adolescent perspective on participation in treatment decision making: a pilot study (research) K Stegenga et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p112-117

Primary prevention of skin cancer in children and adolescents: a review of the literature (review) K Hart et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p67-78
Determining the understandability and acceptability of an oral mucositis daily questionnaire (research) D Tomlinson et al, J of Pediatric Oncology Nursing 25(2) 2008 p107-111

Bridging obstacles to transcultural caring relationships – Tools discovered through interviews with staff in pediatric oncology care (research) P Pergert et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p35-43

Paediatric cancer : psychosocial factors
Self- and parental perspectives on quality of life in children with cancer () M de Bolle et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p35-47
Sibling stem cell donor experiences at a single institution (research) L Wiener et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p304-307

Pain management
I saw a patient die in pain after it took too long to get his drugs (personal experience) S Aboim, Nursing Standard 22(28) 2008 p28

Adjunctive nabilone in cancer pain and symptom management: a prospective observational study using propensity scoring (research) V Maida et al, The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p119-124

Palliative care
Towards a common purpose: group-format clinical supervision can benefit palliative care (editorial) A Jones, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p105-106
Hospice showed me limits of what I can change for patients (student nurse viewpoint) M Tullio Suadoni, Nursing Standard 22 (25) 2008 p29
Every end entails a beginning (editorial) S Wein, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p1-2
End-of-life care in nursing home settings: Do race or age matter? (research) K Reynolds et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p21-27

Patient education
The effect of training on the knowledge levels and beliefs regarding breast self-examination on women attending a public education centre (research) R Hachhasanoglu et al, European J of Oncology Nursing 12(1) 2008 p58-64

Prostate cancer
Nurses to be key in prostate cancer care (news) C Lomas, Nursing Times 104(9) 2008 p7
Poet’s got a point in prostate drama (brief news item) Health Service J 118(6097) 2008 p5
Quality of life of men with biochemical recurrence of prostate cancer (research) S Ames et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p17-34
Diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer: summary of NICE guidance J Graham et al, BMJ 336(7644) 2008 p610-612
Commentary: controversies in NICE guidance on prostate cancer T Wilt, BMJ 336(7644) 2008 p612-614
Prostate cancer (educational paper) N Davies, Nursing Standard 22(28) 2008 p59
Go for gold: beating prostate cancer targets (short report on an award for innovation in cancer nursing) Nursing Standard 22(29) p55

Psycho-social factors

Preparatory grief, psychological distress and hopelessness in advanced cancer patients (research) K Mystakidou et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p145-151

Correlates of mood disturbance in women with breast cancer: patterns over time (research) D Vo Ah et al, J of Advanced Nursing 61(6) 2008 p676-689

Correlates of suicide ideation in a population-based sample of cancer patients (research) K Schneider et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p49-62

Men and cancer: a study of the needs of male cancer patients in treatment (research) D Manii et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p87-102

Acceptability of common screening methods used to detect distress and related mood disorders – preferences of cancer specialists and non-specialists (research) A Mitchell et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p226-236

Husbands’ perceptions of wives’ adjustment to breast cancer: the impact on wives’ mood (research) C Romero et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p237-243

Impact of maternal breast cancer on the peer interactions of children at school (research) K Vannatta et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p252-259

Screening for mental disorders in laryngeal cancer patients: a comparison of 6 methods (evaluation) S Singer et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p280-286

Understanding the patient and dealing with their emotions (educational paper) The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p133-134

Meaning in adjustment to cancer: a model of care (review) C Lethoborg et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p61-70

Supporting the patient and family through the cancer crisis (educational paper) The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p132-133

Clinical experience of the modified nurse-assisted screening and psychiatric referral program (research) K Shimizu et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p29-32

Psychotherapy

Family therapy (feature) B Gale, Bereavement Care 26(3) 2008 p58-59

Therapies for children and adolescents (review) G Forrest, Bereavement Care 27(1) 2008 p14

Research

Assessing informal caregivers’ experiences: a qualitative and psychometric evaluation of the Caregiver Reaction Assessment Scale (instrument evaluation) C Persson et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p189-199

Trials and tribulations (feature) J Hunter, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p12-3, 16

Increasing the likelihood of participation (review) J Harrison, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p17-19

Screening

Number of deaths from cancers falls after 20 years of screening () S Mayor, BMJ 336(7643) 2008 p527
Ethnic differences in colorectal cancer screening (research) T Cronan et al, J Psychosocial Oncology 26(2) 2008 p63-86

Sexuality
Erectile dysfunction in successfully treated lymphoma patients (research) S Aksoy et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p291-297

Skin cancer
High- and average- risk individuals’ beliefs about, and perceptions of, malignant melanoma: and Australian perspective (research) N Kasparian et al, Psycho-oncology 17(3) 2008 p270-279
Current clinical overview of cutaneous melanoma (educational paper) M Lens, British Journal of Nursing 17(5) 2008 p300-305
Liverpool PCT no fan of the tan (news) D Adam, Cancer Nursing Practice 7(2) 2008 p5

Spirituality
Faith (personal reflection) J Dette, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p83-84

Survivorship
Efficacy of an insomnia intervention on fatigue, mood and quality of life in breast cancer survivors (research) S Dirksen et al, J of Advanced Nursing 61(6) 2008 p664-675
Survivorship: models of care (review) The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p136-138
Promoting health and physical function among survivors (review) The J of Supportive Oncology 6(3) 2008 p138-139

Symptom control
Hand-foot syndrome in cancer (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p111
Research cancer cachexia – calling experts (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p112-113
Anemia in patients with midgut carcinoid, treated with alpha interferon: effects by erythropoietin treatment on the perceived quality of life (research) G Larsson et al, European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p200-204
Biomarkers for cancer cachexia: is there also a genetic component to cachexia? (review) B Tan et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p229-234
The relationship between insomnia and patient satisfaction with quality of life in cancer (research) C Lis et al, Supportive Care in Cancer 16(3) 2008 p261-266
A case of respiratory akathisia in a cancer patient: a case report Y Sunakawa et al, Palliative and Supportive Care 6(1) 2008 p79-81

Tobacco
Scotland leads UK with changes in tobacco law (news) European J of Cancer Care 17(2) 2008 p108
Effect on smoking quit rate of telling patients their lung age: the Step2quit (research) G Parkes et al, BMJ 336(7644) 2008 p598-600